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Section 1 
AN INTRODUCTION TO VITICULTURE 

Chapters 1-2, The Growing Environment 

These chapters examine the broad geographical boundaries defining 

grapevine locations and the requirements for grapevines' successful 

growth. 

Chapters 3-6, The Vine 

These chapters study the biology of the grapevine, the use of rootstocks, 

and the main characteristics of the most important grape cultivars. 

Chapters 7-12, Vineyard Management 

These chapters apply the information from the previous chapters and 

examine the culture of grapevine domestication by man. Various vineyard 

management practices are discussed, including site selection, vine training, 

vine health and other practices, in order to achieve certain desired grape 

quality, quantity and flavour styles. 

Chapter 13, Legislation 

This chapter looks at some of the main legal controls that apply to 

viticulture and winemaking. 
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Figure 1.9: FACTORS THAT AFFECT THE REGIONAL CLIMATE OF A VINEYARD 

This is an imaginary landscape set in the northern hemisphere. which shows how the location of a vineyard can affect its climate. 

Altitude (1.3.2) 

Temperature drops as altitude rises. 

This can be advantageous in areas 

closer to the equator as they might 

otherwise be too hot. 

Frost (1.3.3) 

Vineyard location can be used to 

minimise the risk offrost. Cold air 

descends whereas warm air rises. In 

location 0 the cold air is trapped by 

the surrounding hills. increasing the 

risk of frost. In location 0 the cold 

air flows away and does not settle 

in the vineyard. reducing the risk of 

frost. 

Isolated Hill (1.3 .3) 

Isolated hills. such as the one shown 

in location &. do not experience 

cold air drainage from above. This 

results in a stable 'thermal zone' on 

mid slopes that can have an 

important impact on grape ripeness. 
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Latitude (1.3.1) 

The illustration to the right 

shows why temperatures are warmer 

at the equator and cold er at the poles. 

At the equator, the sun's energy is 

concentrated in a small area, whereas 

at the poles the same amount of 

energy is spread out over a wider 

area, therefore it is colder. 

CLIMATE AND WEATHER 

North Pole 

Equator 

South Pole 

Aspect (1.3.3 / 1.4.1) 

Slopes facing the sun get the most heat and light. In the 

......_, northern hemisphere, as shown here, these slopes are 

south facing. In the southern hemisphere they are north 

facing. 

Cooling Effects from the Ocean (1.3.4) 

Cold ocean currents can have a cooling effect on coastal 

wine regions. If, as shown in location 0 . cold air and fog 

blow on shore, this can enhance the effect. Note, 

although not illustrated here, warm ocean currents can 

have the opposite effect. 
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LEFT: The sedimentary 
limestone in Jerez gives 

the soil a bright white 
appearance. 

RIGHT: Fragments of slate 
are clearly visible in this 

Mosel vineyard. 

AN INTRODUCTION TO VITICULTURE 

Granite is an igneous rock formed beneath the earth's 

surface, giving it a medium to coarse-grained 

composition, e.g. Beaujolais, France; slopes of Alsace, 
France. 

Volcanic rocks are igneous rock formed at the earth's 

surface, giving it a fine-grained composition, e.g. Etna, 

Sicily, Italy; Madeira, Portugal; Kaiserstuhl, southern 

Germany. 

2.4.2 Soil profile 
A soil profile comprises the layers in a soil. The layers 

can be seen when a soil pit is dug, typically to around 

one metre. See image on page 25. 

Soil profiles usually reveal a number of layers or 
horizons, from the topsoil, which overlies subsoil and 

which, in turn, lies above the unweathered bedrock. 

Digging soil profiles can show, for example, whether the 

soil is well-drained, or whether there are compact layers 

which would impede root penetration and/or water 

percolation. it will also show the depth of soil accessible 
to roots and thus whether enough water is likely to be 
available to them. 

The soil profile in this first metre is critical as it contains 
the bulk of the root zone and most soil nutrients. Some 
roots penetrate more deeply, especially to find moisture 

during dry periods. 

Key sources for this chapter: 
1. Davies, B., Finney, B., Eagle, D. (2001) Resource 

Management: Soil. Ton bridge: Farming Press. 

2. Gladstones, J.S. (1992) Viticulture and Environment. 

Adelaide: Winetitles. 

3. Gladstones, J.S. (2011) Wine, Terroir and Climate 

Change. Adelaide: Wakefield Press. 

4. lland, P., Dry, P., Proffitt, T., Tyerman, S. (2011) The 

Grapevine - from the science to the practice of 

growing vines for wine. Adelaide: Patrick lland Wine 

Promotions. 

5. Jackson, R.S. (2008) 3rd edition. Wine Science: 

principles and applications. London, San Diego and 

Burlington: Academic Press. 

6. Keller, M. (2010) The Science of grapevines: anatomy 

and physiology. London, San Diego and Burlington: 

Academic Press. 

7. Maschmedt, D.J. (2004) 2nd edition. Soils and 
Australian Viticulture. In: Coombe, B.G. and Dry, P.R. 

(eds.) Viticulture, Volume 1- resources. Adelaide: 

Winetitles. 

8. McCarthy, M.G., Dry, P.R., Hayes, P.F., Davidson, D.M. 

(1988) Soil Management and Frost Control. In: 
Coombe, B.G. and Dry, P.R. (eds.) Viticulture, Volume 

2 -practices. Adelaide: Winetitles. 

9. Nicholas, P.R. and Buckerfield, J.C. (2004) Knowing 

your soil: soil biological properties. In: Nicholas, P. 
(ed.) Grape Production Series number 2. Soil, 
Irrigation and Nutrition. Adelaide: South Australian 

Research and Development Institute. 



Early Shoot Growth 

Tendrils grip onto supporting 
structures such as trellis wires 
(3.1.7) 

The key shoot structures appear very quickly. Here buds, leaves, tendrils 
and inflorescences are all clear to see. 

THE VINE PLANT 

Key Vine Structures 

One-year-old shoots turn into canes after leaf fall in autumn (3.2.7). 

A soil profile trench dug in Conawarra. The red terra rossa soil is 
clearly visible sitting over the top of the limestone bedrock. 

Arm. Here the 
permanent wood 
has been trained 
into a cordon 

Trunk (3.1.2) 

Deep, structured 
roots (3.1.1) 
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LEFT: An inflorescence 
before flowering. 

Individual flowers are 
covered with caps. 

RIGHT: An inflorescence in 
full flower. 

AN INTRODUCTION TO VITICULTURE 

September/October to Aprii/May. This information is 

summarised in figure 3.2. 

The pattern of annual growth is similar for all cultivars, 

but the specifics and timings for each cultivar vary which 

makes some, for example early-budding cultivars, prone 

to spring frost risk if they are planted in too cool an 
environment. 

Other influences on the timing and progress of the 
annual growth cycle include region, current season and 
viticultural practices. 

The main developmental stages of the annual growth 
cycle are as follows. 

3.2.1 Budburst and shoot growth (vegetative cycle) 

Spring (NH: Mar! Apr. SH: Sept!Oct) 

Bud burst generally begins when the mean daily 

temperature exceeds 10'C. This is why this number 

is used to model regional climate classifications 
(chapter 1.1). 

Carbohydrate reserves from the trunk, roots and 
cordon (ifthe vine has any) are used for early season 

shoot growth until enough photosynthesising leaves 

have grown to manufacture carbohydrates for the vine's 

continued growth. Shoot and leaf growth is rapid until 
flowering. 

Cultivars show a consistent pattern of bud burst in 

relation to each other. Some, such as chardonnay and 

pinot noir, are always earlier-budding; others, such as 

cabernet sauvignon and mourvedre are later-budding. 

This phenomenon is temperature related: late bud

bursting cultivars need higher temperatures than early 
bud-bursting cultivars. 

Grapevine growth generally continues to be 

temperature-related, speeding up with temperature until 

25 to 30' C, then slowing down and stopping above 

about 35'C. 

3.2.2 Inflorescence initiation (reproductive cycle) 

Spring/summer (NH: May!June. SH: Nov! Dec) 

Inflorescence initiation occurs about eight weeks after 

budburst. lt takes place in year one inside a bud, ready 

to grow into a crop in year two. Temperature is crucial: 

inflorescence initiation is best in warm conditions of 25 

to 35' C. 

Inflorescence initiation (for next year's crop) occurs at 

roughly the same time of year as flowering (for this year's 
crop). They are both parts of the annual growth cycle 

that are particularly weather-sensitive. Flowering to 

harvest takes roughly four months, thus the time from 

inflorescence initiation in year one to harvest in year two 
takes about 16 months. Unfavourable weather at this 

time negatively affects the crop this year and next year. 

As with other aspects of vine growth, inflorescence 

initiation varies by cultivar. Riesling, for example, is 

notable for being able to create fruitful buds at low 

inflorescence initiation temperatures. 

3.2.3 Flowering (or bloom) (reproductive cycle) 

Spring/summer (NH: May! June. SH: Nov/Dec) 

Grapevine flowers are small and visually unremarkable, 

though their perfume can be quite heady. 

Flowering typically takes place within eight weeks of 

budburst, usually taking 7 to 10 days to complete. lt is 
particularly sensitive to weather conditions and may 

span just a few warm, sunny days, or take several weeks 

in cold, rainy weather. Both rain and wind make it difficult 



for pollen to reach the stigma, and this can result in an 

irregular fruit set (3.2.4 below) and subsequent ripening 

(3.2.5 below). 

Dry conditions are the most favourable for the release 
of pollen grains into the air and their transfer to the 

stigma, for pollination. Pollen grains germinate on the 

stigma, producing a pollen tube to reach the egg inside 

the ovule. Fertilisation of the egg leads to fruit set. 

As wel l as dry weather, the optimum temperature 

range to achieve timely germination and fertilisation is 

26 to 32' C. Germination is retarded down to 

temperatures of 15' C, and below this temperature, 

fertilisation may even not occur. 

3.2.4 Fruit set (or berry set) (reproductive cycle) 

Early summer (NH: June. SH: Dec) 

Fruit set marks the end of flowering when the ovary of a 

fertilised flower forms a berry. Not all the flowers in any 

given inflorescence will necessarily successfully become 

individual berries. This is one of the critical points in the 

annual growth cycle that directly affects yield . 

Unsurprisingly, given their synchronous timing, both 
inflorescence development (for year two) and flowering 

THE VINE PLANT 

(for year one) need sunlight and warm temperatures to 
ensure a good fruit set. Even when temperatures are 

warm, shading reduces fruitfulness. 
Cloudy, wet or cold weather may set off two notable, 

and often related, hazards at the crucial time between 

flowering and fruit set: 

Couture (poor set). Poor light results in many 
unfertilised ovaries and small , young berries which fall 

off. Bunches are therefore loose and sparsely 

populated with berries. 

Millerandage ('hen and chicken'). Low temperature 
results in a mix of small , seedless berries which can 

still ripen normally (chickens) and larger, seeded 

berries, the result of a normal fruit set (hens), on the 

same bunch. 

As with other aspects, flowering and fruit set vary by 

climatic conditions, nutrient supply and cultivar, with such 

cultivars as cabernet sauvignon, chardonnay, garnacha 

and riesling naturally having a low fruit set. 

After flowering and fruit set the inflorescence 

becomes known as a bunch (or cluster). 

27 

A close up of a flowering 
inflorescence. 

Fruit set. The remains 
of the stamen can be 
seen around the 
swollen stigma. 

Coulure. A sparsely 
populated bunch. 

Mlllerandage. A bunch 
with both small and 
large berries. 
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Figure 3.2: Summary of 
critical points in annual 

growth cycle of vine. 

LEFT: Before veraison, all 
grape berries are green. 

RIGHT: Veraison showing 
individual grapes at 

different stages of 
progress. 

AN INTRODUCTION TO VITICULTURE 

Spring Summer Autumn Winter 

Bud burst and 
shoot growth 

Flowering 
and fruit set 

Berry growth and 
veraison; berry 
ripening; harvest 

Harvest. Wood 
ripening; 
leaf fall 

Dormancy 

Northern 
hemisphere 

March April May June July 

Southern 
hemisphere 

Sept Oct Nov Dec 

3.2.5 Berry development (formation and ripening, 

including veraison) (reproductive cycle) 

Jan 

Berry growth - summer (NH: June/ July. SH: Decl Jan) 
Veraison -late summer (NH: July/Aug. SH: Jan/Feb) 
Berry ripening - summer/autumn (NH: Aug/Sept. SH: 
Feb/Mar!Apr) 
Berry development occurs over the summer and autumn. 

lt is classica lly divided into three stages, with a fourth 

stage sometimes added. 

Stage I, berry formation. This involves the growth and 

ce ll division of seeds and hard, green berries. They 

increase in size over a period of 6 to 8 weeks. 

Stage 11, the lag, or transition, phase. This is the 

slowing down of stage I growth, before stage Ill starts. 

lt lasts between 1 and 6 weeks, largely dependent of 

cultivar. 

Stage Ill, berry ripening. This phase starts with 

veraison, when the berry begins to change colour. 

Seeds mature, berry cells continue to enlarge, mature 

and subsequently soften. Sugar, anthocyanins (in 

black cultivars), plus fl avour and aroma compounds 

accumulate, while acid level reduces. This stage lasts 

5 to 8 weeks. 

Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb 

Feb March Apr May June July Aug 

Stage IV, berry over ripening. This occurs when 

harvest is delayed, accidently or deliberately, if for 

example, a proportion of over-ripe berries is desired. 

The berries start to shrivel. In such cases the levels of 

sugars in shrivel led grapes, and those affected by 

noble rot, may be more than double that of ripe 

grapes. 

Given that the berry is the raw material of wine, its 

anatomy, constituents and further details on ripening are 

considered in 3.4 below. 

3.2.6 Harvest 
Autumn (NH: Aug/Sept. SH: Mar/Apr) 
The point at wh ich fruit is harvested varies according to 

the style of wine being made, the cultivar and the 

conditions in which it was grown (chapter 14). 

3.2.7 Wood ripening, leaf fall and dormancy 

(vegetative cycle) 

End of autumn (NH: Oct/Nov. SH: Apr/May) 
In autumn, the long shoots of the current growing year 

mature, harden and brown. They are now described as 
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INTRODUCTION 
Blind tasting isn't just a parlor game or a trial meant to torture sommeliers on the path 
to certification. When practiced by friends around a table with a few good bottles, 
it can be a wonderful focusing tool that pushes us to think more deeply or, to use a 
trendy term, be mindful of what's in the glass. It concentrates discussion, tasks the 
memory, and draws us ever more fully into relationship with the wine in front of us 
and wine in the larger sense. 

Raj at, for those of you who don't know about him, is one of the most gifted blind 
tasters in the world, possibly ever. No one I've encountered tastes annually the colossal, 
global range of wines every year that Raj does. And when he tastes, he apparently does 
so with what I've coined an "oenographic" memory, a truly rare kind of mind. Not 
only does he remember practically all the wines he's ever tasted-the flavors, contours, 
textures, acid and tannin levels-but he also seems able to recall salient, even trivial 
details about them-their oak regime, vintage conditions, fermentation vessel, etc. It's 
a remarkable gift, and a vexing one when you're blind tasting with him (your own 
copious flailing guesses standing out glaringly against his steady stream of perfect calls). 

But Raj also nurtures his talent with a schedule of tasting and traveling few other people 
have probably ever undertaken. His life is analogous to the kind of regimen you'd 
expect an elite runner to follow while training for the Olympics. However, instead 
of marathons at high elevations, substitute weeks-long treks through the vineyards of 
France. Instead of sprinting on a track, imagine vertical tastings of multiple vintages 
of one wine. Instead of hours of stretching, substitute daily walks through vineyards 
with winemakers, picking up rocks, talking about soil structure, wind patterns, and 
sun exposure. And in lieu of a diet rigorously monitored by nutritionists and coaches, 
think of tasting all these wines with the cuisines of their regions, whether at a Michelin 
three-star restaurant or at the kitchen table at a winemaker's home. If wine tasting 
were an Olympic sport, Raj would be standing alongside the likes of Michael Phelps 
and Usain Bolt at the closing ceremonies. (As it is, it's probably not a bad idea for him 
to don some sweats and hit that running track, too.) 

Raj's "training," however, comes not from any competitive drive, but from the most 
heartfelt love of wine and wine culture. When he tastes something that captures his 
imagination, especially if it's a wine from one of the world's few remaining regions 
relatively unknown to him, his eyes widen, his attention focuses , and he becomes 
fixated on knowing its metrics. He'll grab the person who poured it for him by the 
arm and demand, "Who made this? Where did they work before? What soil is this 
from? What's the farming like?" Then, you can bet, within the year, he'll arrange 
a visit to this region, to the very winery that produced the wine. It's a pilgrimage 
and a compulsion. The investigations and explorations catalyzed by a single taste 
of wine-the kind that provokes transatlantic and transcontinental travel; requires 



finding weeks of time in one's schedule; and costs thousands of dollars in travel, 
lodging, and meals-are the basis for the second reason for creating this book. 

This second reason isn't just about blind tasting, but tasting in general. And drinking. 
And talking. Sommeliers and sommelier culture were the subjects of our first book. At 
the time, Raj was one of them (I was not, but I hung out with them), and we spent 
much time in a cadre of wine lovers, eating, tasting, and talking about how wine 
tastes. But now Raj is no longer a sommelier. He eo-owns a few wine brands and 
spends a lot of time thinking about wine production, which is where his mind was 
always heading. The natural question after How does this wine taste? becomes Why 
does it taste like that? 

Why? is the most vexing question in all of wine. Most attempts to explain precisely 
why a wine tastes the way it does are doomed to fail. But unlike the great philosophical 
questions-involving life, God, and the universe-with wine you actually can talk to 
the maker. Like the rest of us, the vigneron (a French term indicating the person who 
grows the grapes and makes the wine, our preference over English's "winemaker," 
though we will use both throughout this text) may not be able to explain why the wine 
tastes the way it does, but obviously she can at least offer some detail and perspective. 

So this book takes its direction from the way Raj constructs his life-essentially a 
nonscientific, yet rigorous and impassioned road-tripping inquiry into how wine tastes 
and why. I've spent much of the last eighteen years of my life doing similar work as 
a wine and food writer, though certainly not with the same intensity (no one comes 
close to Raj in that), so it made sense to do this together and record it in book form. 

The most important phrase in the previous paragraph may be "nonscientific." Raj 
and I are both very interested in wine science and look forward to a day when that 
science might explain some of the phenomena we experience with our senses. But we 
are not scientists and have only a tenuous understanding of the chemistry, biology, 
and physical sciences that apply to wine. Nevertheless, in our wine discussions we 
are often tempted to fall down that rabbit hole, explaining and invoking things with 
poorly understood or pseudoscientific concepts. That said, we are also aware that 
wine science still has a long way to go and that the reality of wine's complexity will 
elude the reach of science's explanatory powers for a long time. Case in point: the 
controversial word "minerality." Scientists don't like it because it suggests a certain 
taste or texture is produced by minerals floating around in the wine, minerals that 
their testing can't find. Non-academics use the term because it powerfully invokes 
either a taste or smell memory of mineral or rocky substances, or the textural 
sensation of mineral-rich water. In that unscientific sense we use it as a metaphor 
and an adjective, not as an actual physical property in a wine. Yet science still hasn't 
explained what causes that mineral sense. 

So our approach is to be essentially old-fashioned. That is, we get our wisdom from 
the vignerons who produce the wine. If they tell us a certain type of soil in their 
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region usually produces wine of a certain character, we are going to take their word 
for it and, if finding it useful for learning to taste the region's wines, report what they 
have to say. If we use the world "minerality," it's as a metaphor, not a physical state 
of being. If we talk about terroir, it will be with a consideration of cultural practices 
as well as what we know of soil, climate, etc. We'll discuss this all more thoroughly 
in Chapter 1, where we look at concepts like terroir, about which our perspectives 
widened immensely over the course of our travels. 

Now, a few words on the title. Traditionally, an atlas is a collection of maps. Thumbing 
through this volume, you will quickly see it's not a traditional atlas. Once again, we're 
employing some poetic license and using the word metaphorically, for what we're 
generally depicting are not roadways or topographies or constellations-the classic 
subjects of atlases-but the taste of wine-and how do you render a map of taste? You 
do it in the same confounding way people have always been doing it-with words. 
Especially when it comes to wine, language is personal and imprecise, but it's all we've 
got at this point, reminding us of the famous line from music criticism: "Writing about 
music is like dancing about architecture." 

Now, about the other big word in our title-"taste." Taste has many definitions, 
and in this book, we invoke many, if not all of them. Yes, we are writing about the 
taste of wine. Yes, we are also chronicling a series of journeys dedicated to the act of 
tasting wine (and food). Sometimes we had only a taste, though on other occasions 
we drank the whole bottle. Furthermore-and this is important-the subjects chosen 
here were curated in accordance with our sense of taste. Some of you might think 
we have bad taste, and some of the wines we discuss may not be to your taste, but 
luckily Raj and I have largely similar tastes when it comes to wine, so we readily 
agreed on almost all of the inclusions in this book. 

Taste is a very complicated physical and mental action into which science has invested 
considerable investigative energy in recent years. Traditional wine writing has been 
careful to differentiate between a wine's aromas, detected by the nose, and a wine's 
flavors, detected in the mouth. As we will discuss in more detail in chapter 1, this 
distinction is in many ways outdated, given that most of a wine's flavors are detected 
through the back of the throat, by the olfactory system. Furthermore, we really did 
try to focus in many of our experiences on the wine's texture or mouthfeel, using our 
tongues to feel for a wine's structure and texture to determine whether certain soils 
imbued wines with common attributes. So in this case, we were trying to use our 
tongues more than our noses. But writing about texture is even more "dancing about 
architecture" than writing about flavor, as our language has very few words for texture. 

We are sure to hear many comments about the regions we did and didn't visit, 
what can be called classic, and the wines and grapes we overlooked. We're sure 
all such criticism will be valid, and we acknowledge it in advance. So there were 
entire countries we missed-sorry, Greece, Portugal, and Slovenia. Apologies 
to Italy's Friuli, Alto Adige, Campania, and Abruzzo; France's Provence, Savoie, 
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and Pays Nantais; Germany's Pfalz; and more. And grape varieties we ignored
e.g., we include Riesling, to the exclusion of Gruner Veltliner, Pinot Gris, and 
Gewurztraminer; and Nebbiolo, to the exclusion of Barbera and Dolcetto. We chose 
our "classic" regions using an intuitive equation that took into account our own 
tastes and our sense of the general worldwide fame, recognition, and appreciation 
of these regions. It's therefore not a surprise that France dominates this book. When 
it comes to studying, classifying, and philosophizing about wine, it's the leading 
culture in the world, and our text reflects that. Other brilliant wine places like Italy 
and Spain will no doubt reach France's level of saturation at some point. 

Finally, I'm writing this introduction to convey my presence as one of the narrators 
of this story. Raj and I did all the traveling together, spending many, many hours 
together in cars, cellars, restaurants, and hotels. When we weren't with others or 
listening to Dan Carlin's Hardcore History podcasts on the road, we used the ample 
spare time (over meals, walks, in the car) to discuss our visits, tastings, and thoughts. 
That's why I've adopted the plural"we" as the point of view. We've talked it all out 
together. When Raj says something particularly incisive, I may pull it out as a quote, 
deviating momentarily from the first-person point of view, to give a sense of the 
character and dynamics of the situation. 

Mostly, what I found remarkable in the creation of this book was how much I learned 
and, astonishingly, how much Raj learned. Yes, we tasted a lot of wine. But we spent 
even more time with the vignerons walking the vineyards, where they truly come 
alive. There were moments of discomfort: huddling against a lacerating wind on a 
freezing February morning in the Kamptal, perilous car rides on the edge of vertiginous 
cliffs in Priorat and Mosel, or trying to keep up with vigneron Thierry Allemand as he 
bounded, mountain goat-like, down his terraces. There were moments of extreme 
pleasure: eating bread and caillettes (an Ardeche specialty: pork and chard meatballs) 
made by Pierre Gonon and drinking 1978 and '79 Raymond Trollat St-Joseph in the 
vineyard by the great character's house; or Easter lunch at the home of legendary 
importer Becky Wasserman. But, always, always, there were profound, impassioned, 
mesmerizing conversations with highly philosophical minds, such as when tasting 
wine in the half-dark of his cellar with Jean-Louis Chave in the Rhone or discussing 
history over dinner with Peter Sisseck in the Ribeira del Duero. 

After every visit, we felt we'd accrued knowledge we didn't have before. And then 
we forgot half of it (or at least I did) because ... wine. The overall impression of such 
a long trip was a palpable sense of the passion driving the small producers of Europe. 
Certainly, passion can exist in larger-production operations and in big companies. But 
it's nothing like what you feel from the people who are pruning the vines and tending 
the wines. In turn, we felt energized and excited about what we witnessed. Despite 
whatever's going on in the rest of the world, lots of inspiring things are happening in 
the classic wine regions of Europe. We hope this book gives you a sense of that. 

-Jordan Mackay 
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Foreword 

The American Industrial Hygiene Association's fifth edition of The Noise Manual 
represents the most current information available on the subject of noise and hearing 
conservation. It is a valuable reference not only for those readers with a technical 
interest in noise, but also for those who desire an improved general understanding of 
the subject. Besides addressing noise-related issues within the workplace, this edition 
bas been expanded to also include noise-related problems arising in the community 
as weil. 

Many people have worked diligently to develop this manual. The American 
Industrial Hygiene Association is pleased to acknowledge their contributions in mak
ing this new edition possible. We are confident that ali readers of this manual will 
benefit through a better knowledge of noise, and methods for its control. 

James R. Thomton 
President 
American Industrial Hygiene Association 
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hearing conservation by his invention of the slow-recovery 

foam earplug, 

and to ali of tho se individuals who have suffered hearing loss 
on and off the job as a result of harmful exposure to noise. 



Preface 

We, the Editors, are pleased to bring you the revised and expanded fifth edi
tion of the AIHA Noise Manual. Many of us were involved with the fourth edi
tion and welcomed the opportunity to update, and perfect an already highly 
acclaimed and often-quoted reference handbook. 

Our intention for this fifth edition of The Noise Manual was to be comprehen
sive in scope and practical in content. The result is a thoroughly referenced and 
indexed text that will appeal to the novice industrial hygienist, while still pro
viding a detailed reference source for experienced practitioners and for those 
involved in the regulatory arenas. At the same time, due to the multidisciplinary 
nature of noise and hearing conservation (hygiene, safety, acoustics, audiology, 
occupational medicine and nursing, engineering, behavioral, and legal), we fee! 
the Manual should prove valuable to those beyond the industrial hygiene com
munity. It is our hope that it will also continue to serve as a principal or supple
mental textbook for courses and seminars in hearing conservation, occupational 
audiology, and the effects of noise on people. 

The fifth edition in eludes complete! y new materials in seven chapters ( 1, 6, 
and 13-17) and three appendices (II-IV), new authors and bence different treat
ments in three chapters (9, 11, and 18), complete revisions of the materials in 
two additional chapters (2 and 1 0), and revisions and updates to the remaining 
chapters (3-5, 7, 8, and 12). An original introductory chapter was specifically 
designed to help the professional promote the value of hearing and the worth of 
hearing conservation, and an overview chapter was developed to provide the 
framework for managing an effective hearing conservation program. New areas 
of great interest to the hygiene and acoustical communities have been incorpo
rated: room noise criteria, speech and signal detection, community noise, pre
diction of hearing Joss due to noise exposure, and standards and regulations. A 
dramatically expanded and useful table of symbols and abbreviations may also 
be found at the front of this edition. 

The history of the Manual began with the first edition in 1958, and continued 
through subsequent editions in 1966, 1975, and the fourth edition in 1986. Due 
to the continuing interest in noise, the excellent sales of the fourth edition 
(approximately 13,000 copies sold in 8 printings), and the changes in hearing 
conservation over a period of about-a decade, the AIHA Noise Committee began 
considering preparation of a fifth edition in 1994. Subsequent to initial planning 
and agreements, work began in earnest in 1997 with the manuscript being com
pleted in the spring of 2000. 

Through the five editions, both the contents and the title of this text have 
changed, as the stature and importance of the book in the noise community con
tinued to grow. For the first three editions the text was called The Industrial 
Noise Manual, changing to The Noise & Hearing Conservation Manual for the 
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FOREWORD 

SIR IAN McKELLEN 

I'd never been much of a pub man- until, that is, I owned one! 

Born into a teetotal family in the north of England, my first awareness of pubs 

(if we were out late) was the enticing whiff ofThwaites ale and a glimpse from 

outside of the shining brass and merry company of the saloon bar within, not 

unlike the fictional Rover's Return, which I entered years later, when I appeared 

for a short season in Coronation Street. A member of the cast gave me a cracked 

green tile from the Rover's, which I keep in my kitchen. 

At Cambridge University, my tipple was the occasional half of bitter, though 

more often a pint of St Clement's (a cheap non~alcoholic citrus cocktail of orange 

juice and fizzy bitter lemon). Then I started my life as an actor at the Belgrade 

Theatre in Coventry. Across the car park outside the stage door, we drank after 

hours at the Town Wall Tavern. The evening performance over, the Belgrade 

actors and stage management would retire for our nightly drinks behind locked 

doors, as often as not greeted by plain~clothes policemen in the cosy bar, warmed 

in winter by a coal fire and in all seasons by the friendly landlord. I drank Flower's 

ale chasing a small Bell's whisky, a quick way to feel the effect, usually bought for 

me by our leading man, the late Bernard Kilby. Whenever I tried to take my turn 

with a round, Bernie would say: 'I can afford to pay. When you can too, make sure 

you do the honours'. And so I have. 

Over the years, I graduated from beer to wine as my drink of choice, preferably 

red. Despite having drunk expensive and cheap versions, I still haven't developed 

a discerning palate. Nostalgically, I usually go for a New Zealand Pinot Noir, 

which I discovered when Gandalf was filming in Central Otago. If available, my 

first choice is the Rubicon vintage from the Meerlust vineyard in South Africa, a 

centuries~old establishment whose quality, under Hannes Myburgh's watchful eye, 

never varies. 
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OPPOSITE Sir lan McKellen in 

the front bar of The Grapes 





Fifty years ago, I came to London to live, where I sought out pubs that catered, 

like the Vauxhall Tavern and my local The White Swan in Limehouse, primarily 

for gay men and women who didn't always feel welcome elsewhere. These days, 

as laws and attitudes have changed, there is less need for exclusively gay bars and 

they have begun to close their doors. 

The Grapes in EJ4, which I eo-own, does not seek out a specialist clientele. 

Basically it's doing what it always has, providing shelter and bonhomie for locals. 

Anyone seeking out 'Gandalf's pub' will find his staff behind the bar and his statue 

by the back window overlooking the Thames. I always try to compete in the Monday 

Quiz, wolfing down 'the best Fish and Chips of any London pub' between questions. 

I'm so pleased we have made it into this handsome record of London's finest 

pubs. Looking at the other entries and at Charlie Dailey's evocative photographs, 

reminds me what I've been missing. I feel a pub crawl coming on! 
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INTRODUCTION 

THE LONDON PUB 

No Sir! There is oothing which has yet been contrived by man by which 

so much happiness has been produced, as by a good Tavern. 

Dr Samuel Johnson 1709-1784 

I think it is time we celebrated the London pub! An iconic institution that has 

thrived over the centuries, despite the ravages of Bubonic Plague, the destruction 

of half the City of London by the Great Fire and Hitler's best shot with the Blitz. 

In r62o Captain Christopher }ones, aboard the Mayflower, slipped anchor in 

Rotherhithe on the south side of the Thames to take the Pilgrim Fathers on their 

journey to the Americas. To our certain knowledge, the customers of at least three 

riverside London pubs witnessed the Mayflower's departure a little less than 400 

years ago. And those three London pubs are still trading today, serving good food 

and beer! 

So I suppose the question we have to ask is - what makes the London pub so 

special? Again we borrow the thoughts of the great Doctor Johnson who said that 

'a tavern chair was the throne of felicity', and that when he entered the door of a 

tavern he experienced 'an oblivion of care and freedom from solicitude'. 

A number of the twenty million or so visitors a year to London appear keen to 

understand what he meant by his comment, because along with Buckingham 

Palace, the Tower and a couple of other obvious candidates, many are determined 

to visit a London pub. I think that what keeps the visitors coming back time and 

time again is the 'feel' of a London pub - they have a quite singular atmosphere, 

an almost tangible feel of history, tradition and welcome. 

One thing is sure, visitor or Londoner, to enjoy a drink in these same wonderful 

pubs, where so many of London's greatest writers, artists, poets and explorers have 

enjoyed the same experience, is a privilege. 

And we should celebrate the continuing part they play in London life. 
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YE OLDE CHESHIRE CHEESE 

This site of Ye Olde Cheshire Cheese 

just outside the old city walls was first 
documented as being occupied by a 

Carmelite monastery in the thirteenth 
century. In I538 there was an inn on the 

site known as The Horn. In I666 this 
succumbed to the ravages of the Great Fire 
but was promptly rebuilt in I667 and took 
the name of Ye Olde Cheshire Cheese. 

To find the Cheese you have to first find Wine 
Office Court, off Fleet Street. The entrance is 

unassuming, but once inside, even allowing 
for some excusable updating, the different 

rooms, corridors and passages are still 
testament to a seventeenth-century pub. 

Fleet Street became the home of the British 
press when a small printing shop in Shoe Lane 
was established by Wynkyn de Worde in ISOO. 

The shop initially supplied the legal trade with 
printing and it is not difficult to grasp the 

extraordinary impact this new technology had 
on a world moving literally at the pace of the 
handwritten word. 

Gradually, the great writers of the day, 
thinkers, satirists and playwrights, gravitated 
towards Fleet Street: to live, to meet and to 

socialise. Much is made of the nation's most 
distinguished lexicographer Dr Johnson's 
association with the Cheshire Cheese, though 
the good Doctor's regular attendance is not 
easy to prove. But, as he lived a few yards 

away, at I 7 Gough Square, and was known to 
enjoy a pint, a pipe of tobacco, good food and 
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a spirited chat, it is a pretty sure thing the 

Cheshire Cheese would have featured on his 
early evening strolls. 

That is clearly good enough for the likes of 
Samuel Smith, the brewers who currently own 
the Cheese - they have a corner dedicated to 

Dr Johnson in the pub, including, apparently, 

his favourite chair and a copy of his dictionary. 
And, after nearly three hundred years, who is 
going to argue? 

There is evidence that the upper floors 

at the Cheese may have been used to boost 

the takings in the nineteenth century. 
The discovery of some extremely explicit 

wall tiles suggest that part of the inn was, 

in fact, a bordello for a time. These raunchy 

tiles were uncovered in I 962 and now rest 
with the Museum of London. 

This should not come as too much of a 

shock to students of London pub history, 
as inns were from time to time given over to 

mixed use. They often doubled as temporary 
courtrooms and unofficial employment 

exchanges in the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries. 

One of the many interesting stories about 
the Cheese is that it was one of the earliest 
steak houses in London. The meat was 
'chopped' and cooked on a gridiron over an 
open fire and served, 'without ceremony' 

onto the plate. This simple style of cooking 
quickly became extremely popular across 
London and the Chop Room at the Cheese 
is still in use today. 

I45 Fleet Street 

Holbom 

EC4A 2BU 

OPPOSITE A view into the 

ground-level main bar 

OVERLEAF The front room, 

with Dr Johnson's portrait 

hanging above his favourite 

seat 










